Sports Betting Software
Development
We are a team with over 15 years of experience
in sports betting software development. We can
provide our assistance and help you develop your
own betting platform according to your needs.
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We have features for every step of the way

Solutions for New and Existing Sports books
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The next generation in Sports Betting Platform
We offer a fully functional sportsbook suite
including integrated applications such as:
•
•
•
•

Creation and management of accounts
Creation of e-bet slips
Placement and management of bets
Settling bets by crediting or debiting accounts

Our product ensures transactions are processed
efficiently and accounts managed securely.

Designed to cater for the specific needs and
functionality of any respected bookmaking
organisation, our online betting may be also
customised and scaled to include services as
required by betting shops, such as mobile and
teletext betting, central accounting and user
account systems, reports etc.

The sophisticated modern all-in one POS system, includes printer and scanner services enabling
betting shop owners to conduct their business professionally.

Shop Betting Solution

The whole process of betting is supported in the most secure and cost-effective way, from the
moment of accepting the customers’ bets to the settling of winning slips. Real-time automatic
updates are available on all events preventing human errors and data inconsistencies from
occurring.
The complete system is setup to allow the scanning and processing of customised OMR (optical
magnetic recognition) or Mark-Sense and hand written bets, again preventing the risk of errors. It
can be installed in an unlimited number of terminals and is fully integrated with a centralised
accounting system which minimises risk and allows full control over the betting and settling
processes.

Betting Terminals
Our Self-service terminals accept coins,
bank notes and provide the customers
with a user-friendly interface, allowing
them to browse different events and
markets prior to placing their bets in a
secure and efficient way.

Mobile Betting Solution
I-GSN MULTI-PLATFORM MOBILE APPLICATION ALLOWS
REGISTRATION, ACCOUNT ACCESS, BROWSING VARIOUS MARKETS
AVAILABLE, PLACING BETS, CHECKING THE STATUS OF ALL CURRENT
BETS AND BETTING HISTORY. IT IS AVAILABLE ON IOS, ANDROID,
WINDOWS PHONE, LINUX, AND PALM WEBOS.

Accessed from anywhere and at anytime

i-GSN Gaming application offers both pre-match and Live betting. Our web application is fully
compatible with betting shop integrations. Some functionalities include:
- Creating & editing matches
- monitoring & controlling risk management
- Customised Reporting
- Monitoring & setting of odds
- Pre-defined odds structure
- Odds comparison

Early Cashout
Cash Out lets your players take profit early, or get some of the stake back if the player feels it is a
losing bet - all before the event is over, creating more liquidity in the Market and allowing the
player to re-bet faster.

Pre-Match
Our Pre-Match sports betting package covers 25 different sports. The sports betting system can
integrate any odds provider.
The Application is simple to use, with real time updates from odds providers and responsive
modern design.

Live Betting
Our Live sports betting package covers 12 sports and includes more than 10,000 live events per
month. There are different ways the live betting can be displayed including real time visualization
of the game, which brings the excitement of the game straight to the player. Additional Sports can
be added by request.

Statistics
- Live Score - Resulting - Standings Streaks - League Stats – Head to Head Comparisons - - Top Scores

Additional Benefits of our betting system:
1.

Online and offline betting

2.

Centralised control for managing the entire business

3.

Various betting options: shop, online, mobile, teletext and telephone betting

4.

Real-time risk management and fraud detection tools

5.

Daily coverage of sports events

6.

Efficient and user-friendly terminals

7.

Available 24/7

8.

Multiple transaction processing

9.

Data protection and recovery

Back Office Management Platform
Offering Comprehensive Management Tools
The back office trading interface is one of the best in the industry. Two of the many features
of this application include the pre and post betting liability management as well as
customisable live alerts. Traders have a comprehensive view of their risk at all times.

A Pioneer in the Sports Betting Technology
With our experience in this sector and using the latest
technologies, we highly believe we are differentiating
ourselves from the rest and are setting the bar high in terms
of quality. The latest developments in live betting are show
cased in the recently released LiveOdds software, which gives
the operators the ability to push live odds directly to the
players’ browser in real time.

Features
1.

Simple and advanced E-Bet slip management

2.

Easily integrated into existing set-ups

3.

Odds can be scaled to fit your needs

4.

Efficient, user-friendly & reliable

5.

Secure and transparent

6.

Vast reporting tools

7.

Multiple languages

8.

Fully scalable

9.

Cost effective

info@i-gsn.com

Fully Managed
Sports betting Solution

